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class="kkkk" style="word-break:break-all.">大理崇圣三塔The

Three Pagodas Temple of Dali Today we are going to visit the three

pagodas temple of Dali. Welcome, everyone! Before we got the three

pagodas temple, I would like to give you a brief introduction of Dali.

Why is it called “Dali”? As we all know Dali has a long history.

After the Kingdom of NanZhao, Duansiping Established the

Kingdom of Dali. “li” this Chinese word refers to “manners”,

indicated the hope of the king that make his country a prosperous

and civilized place. Dali is a world famous tourist attraction. It is rich

in cultural heritages and tourist resources. Dali is widely claimed as 

“the Oriental Switzerland”, “the Chinese Geneva” and “the

Pearl on the Yunnan Plateau”. Each year, it attracts thousands of

tourists both at home and from abroad to pay a visit. For example,

the Cangsang mountain, Erhai lake, Dali Ancient city and the Three

Pagodas are all important resorts in Dali. And we are all familiar with

the saying:”wind, flowers, snow and the moon”, which refers to

the snow on Cangshan mountain, the moon of the Erhai Lake, the

wind of Shangguan county and the flowers in Xiaguang county.

There are regarded as the best sight of Dali. We will enjoy them later.

The Bai Nationality is the chief nationality in Dali Prefecture. It has

the second biggest population among the 25 ethnic minorities in

Yunnan, totaling more than 1,000,000 people. The Bai people have a



long history and a well-developed culture. Under the influence of the

Han people, some of their customs and habits are quite similar to

those of the Han people. As our bus keeps moving on towards Dali,

you will see more and more houses and villiages that have a strong

local colour of the Bai people. Dali City is the capital of the Bai

Autonomous Prefecture. As the largest city in the west of Yunnan, it

covers an area of 1,400 square kilometers with a population of more

than 450,000. In addition, Dali City is the political, economic and

cultural center of Dali, as well as one of the important gateways to the

Southeast Asian nations. OK, everyone, we are now at the Three

Pagodas Temple. Let’s go inside and see.来源：www.examda.com

Three Pagodas are the ancient landmarks. They have been the

symbol of Dali. The temple located in the piedmont of Cangshan

mountain and the near the Erhai Lake. The three pagodas are the

only building of the temple. Because the temple went through the

war and has been ruined. In Chinese we call it “cong shen”, which

means admiring the Buddha, and this Buddha refers to the 观音.

After cross this plaza we will be in the temple. See ,the three pagodas

stand there. The major Pagoda, built during the period of NanZhao

State, stands 69 meters in height and is divided into 16 tiers. Each tier

is inlaid with the statues of Buddha. On its front, four Chinese

characters are quite striking, meaning “Ensuring Tranquility to

Mountains and Rivers Forever.” From this, we can conclude that

one of the reasons to built this pagoda is to prevent disasters. This

pagoda, we call it “千寻”. I am sure you have noticed the two

small pagodas. They were built at the beginning of 10th century



during the period of Dali State. Each Stands 42 meters in height and

is divided into 10 tiers. They are made from bricks. The three

pagodas have a history of more than 1,000 years. They have

warthered the storms and earthquakes several years. Still, the three

pagodas stand firm and erect. They clearly show us the exquisite and

superb craftsmanship of the ancient Chinese architecture. In recent

years, the local government renovated the three pagodas. During the

renovation, inside the major pagoda were found lots of treasures:

Buddhist Sciptures, gold, silver, bronze and iorn wares, pearl, agate,

amber, jade and some herbs, totaling more than 600 pieces.来源:百

考试题网 These three pagodas make a beautiful picture. If seen from

a far distance, you will have such a feeling that how can this miracle

exist in this world. Every time when I saw them, I always wondered

that. They are really the wonderful works made by Bai people. This

way, please, everyone. Now we can see the Statue of Yutong 观音. It

is a rebuilt one, the original one was destroyed before. This statue is

different from other statues of观音 in other places around China.

What’s the difference? Please look at it clearly. It’s face looks like

a woman’s face, and it’s body resembles a man’ s body. This

feature can not be found in other statue. After visiting the temple, we

will go to enjoy the scenery of Cangshan mountain and Erhai Lake,

Ok ,Let’s go, everyone.精彩汇集：导游站英文导游词集萃
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